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 Looking For Trouble: Trapped in a zombie-infested town, Jill must work to earn enough money to buy a back-up gun to defend
herself. Trouble in Town: The zombies are back, and it's up to Jill and Cody to escape with enough money to rebuild their town.

Make sure you purchase "Trouble In Town," as "Looking For Trouble" only contains three levels.Plaza México (Kansas City)
Plaza México is a large regional shopping center located on the northwest side of Kansas City, Missouri, United States, at 13200

West 39th Street. The plaza opened in 1972 and is anchored by a Sears department store (now closed) and a second anchor
tenant, Toys "R" Us. Also located within the plaza are Arby's, Chipotle Mexican Grill, Cinnabon, El Cholo, Moe's Southwest

Grill, Qdoba Mexican Grill, and Zoes Kitchen. The adjacent Paseo area has a Walgreens and a carwash. History The plaza was
developed by Harry H. Peterson, Sr. The neighborhood surrounding it is the Paseo area. The developers envisioned the plaza as

an anchor of a new Paseo strip mall area. Paseo When Plaza México opened in 1972, it was the centerpiece of Paseo, a shopping
center anchored by a Kohl's department store. When the Kansas City, Missouri, streetcar system closed in 1980, Paseo lost its
main street status. Redevelopment In the late 1990s, the shopping center was renovated with an overhaul of the parking lot and

landscaping. In 2002, the former Sears, which had been purchased by the May Department Stores Company in the 1980s, closed
and reopened as The Bon-Ton department store. In 2007, the current Toys "R" Us opened in the plaza. Plaza México was

redeveloped again in 2009 by Prologis, a company that develops real estate. At the time, the developer planned to bring a large
grocery store to the plaza. In July 2011, the shopping center closed the Toys "R" Us store. In November 2012, the grocery store,

now with a new name, opened. References Category:Shopping malls in Kansas City, Missouri Category:Shopping malls
established in 1972Fenn's Pond (Little Silver, New Jersey 82157476af
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